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Preface

This technical note presents an efficient method for determination of the polarimeter
response function of the Advanced Stokes Polarimeter (ASP). The design of the
calibration optics in the ASP and this calibration technique have evolved from those
developed and used in two previous instruments, Stokes I and Stokes II (Baur, undated,
1975). The technique presented in those memoranda was modified in practice for the use
of polymer linear polarizers instead of double tilted glass plates. This author's
understanding of the later technique comes from familiarity with the FORTRAN calibration
code resident with the Stokes I and II instruments.

The basic similarity of the technique presented here to that used in Stokes I and II is the
use of 'known' calibration optical elements placed in the beam ahead of the polarization
analyzing optics. These optical elements produce predominantly ±Q, ±U, ±V, unpolarized
light and no light. Observations made in these configurations are then used to compute the
response of the polarimeter to a given input Stokes vector.

Stokes I and II calibration optics consisted of four separate linear polarizers and an
achromatic X/4 plate fixed in one orientation. ASP has a linear polarizer which can be
positioned in 450 increments, and a chromatic (approximately X/4) wave plate which can
also be so positioned. The additional calibration configurations afforded by this
combination allow determination of the retardance of the waveplate and the telescope output
Stokes vector as part of the calibration procedure.

The author thanks members of the ASP theory group at HAO: Andrew Skumanich,
Steven Tomczyk, Bruce Lites, Graham Murphy, Paul Seagraves, and Peter Stoltz, for their
careful analyses of the calibration problem and discussions which have directly and
indirectly contributed to this note.
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Description of the Calibration Problem

The Advanced Stokes Polarimeter (ASP) converts a Stokes vector incident upon the
Vacuum Tower Telescope (VTT) into a detected vector of recorded digital values.

Fig. 1 Polarimeter block diagram

Assuming linear response, this system can be described by

si = XCTsp + b. (1)

where si(x,y,A,t) measured instrument vector,
X (x,y,A) - polarimeter response matrix
C (x,y,A ) = calibration optics configuration Mueller matrix,
T (x,y,A,t) = telescope Mueller matrix.

sp(x,y,A,t ) physical Stokes vector,
b - polarimeter bias vector,
x dimension perpendicular to slit (direction of scan),

y dimension parallel to slit,
A E dimension of wavelength dispersion.

When observing the Sun no calibration optics are used and C is the unit matrix. Equation
(1) can then be expressed

sI = XTsp + b. (2)

The solution for the physical Stokes vector is

sp = T-lX 1 (SI - b).

I

(3)
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Calibration optics are used to determine the elements of the polarimeter response
matrix, and the polarimeter offset vector. Another way to express equation (1) is

SI = XCst + b (4)

where: st- Stokes vector following the telescope.

The following sections show how for each calibration optics configuration, equation (4)
can be expanded into four equations, one for each Stokes parameter, and solved for
unknowns in X, st, and b, and some additional unknowns in the calibration optical
configurations.

During the course of a day and through the seasons, the observed solar intensity will
vary. In order to compare a polarimeter response matrix to another created at a different
time, one can use a normalized polarimeter response matrix, N, and its normalization
factor, a

I1 12 n13 n14

v21 122 123 124X =aN=a
n31 n32 n33 n34

n41 n42 n43 n44
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Calibration Optics Configurations

Observations through various calibration optical configurations of the ASP Calibration
Modulation Unit can be used to determine the polarimeter response matrix, instrument bias
vector, telescope output vector and some parameters of the calibration optical elements
themselves. The elements are the dark slide, flat field lamp, flat field mirror, calibration
linear polarizer and calibration retarder. The dark slide moves in and out of the solar beam.
The flat field lamp can be powered on and off. The flat field mirror can be set to send light
from the lamp or the sun up the optical path. Both the calibration linear polarizer and the
calibration retarder can be moved into or out of the beam, and rotated to eight positions in
increments of 45°. Orientations increase counter clockwise looking towards the Sun with
zero degrees along the radius vector of the Vacuum Tower Telescope table.

A numbering scheme for the calibration configurations is shown Table 1. A full
calibration configuration number uses all four fields. Here 'x' is used as a place holder.
An example of a configuration of the linear polarizer followed by a retarder is '1023'. An
example of the flat field source with a retarder is '0102'.
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Instrument Configuration

Oxxx The sun is not a source (dark slide in)
lxxx The sun is a source. Azimuth - Table angle = VIT exit port angle (-30°)
2xxx The sun is a source. Azimuth - Table angle = VTT exit port angle + 45°

8xxx The sun is a source. Azimuth - Table angle = VTT exit port angle + 315°
9xxx The sun is a source. Refer to housekeeping data for special configurations

xOxx Flat field lamp is not a source
xlxx Flat field lamp is a source

xxOx Calibration linear polarizer out of path
xxlx Calibration linear polarizer at 0°
xx2x Calibration linear polarizer at 45°

xx8x Calibration linear polarizer at 315°

xxxO Calibration retarder out
xxxl Calibration retarder at 0°
xxx2 Calibration retarder at 45°

xxx8 Calibration retarder at 315°

Table 1. ASP calibration optical configuration numbering scheme.
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Optical Element Matrices

Each of the calibration optics configurations has an associated Mueller Matrix. In
specifying optical elements at different orientations, one can start with the specification of a
calibration element, C, at 0° and rotate it to another orientation, 6, using the rotator matrix,
R.

C(O) = R-1(t) C(0°) R(t)

( 1 0 0 0

0 cos 20 sin2i9 0

0 -sin 20 cos 20 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 \

0 cos 2a -sin 20 0
R-1() -

0 sin 20 cos 20 0

' 0 0 1

Vectors generated by calibration configuration matrices acting upon input vectors are not,
in general, polarized in one pure state. This is due to imperfections in the calibration optical
elements, the fact that the calibration retarder is a y/4 plate at only one wavelength and the
Stokes vector following the telescope, st, is not in a pure state. The matrices shown here
assume no imperfections, allow the retarder to have a retardance other than X/4, an
orientation which includes an error with respect to multiples of 45°, the retarder to have a
transmission other than unity, and the linear polarizer to have a transmission other than 0.5.

Properties of the calibration optical configurations are functions of the position in the
instrument field of view, x, and y, and possibly of wavelength, A. In the remainder of
this treatment, it is assumed that the data are collected at a single field of view and
wavelength position.
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Clear:
All calibration optics are removed from the beam,

A= 00 0

0010 1

Dark:c
An opaque shutter is placed in the beam at the output of the telescope,

0 0 0 0
A= 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

Retarder, D(a):
General case: The transmission of the retarder is tD, retardance is 3, its fast axis

orientation is t, and a fixed mounting error in the fast axis is e. For compactness,

cx - cosx, Sx sinx, a- , and b 2' 2 ' 2~

I 1 0 0 0

C22(9+e) + S2 2(9+e) C8

S2(%+,£) C2(9+e) (1-c8)

S2(+E) sA

0

a + bc4(+E)

bs 4 (o9+E)

S2(t9+e) s5

S2(t9+)+ C2(29+i) (1-c

-C2(29e) S5

0

bs4 (+e)

a - bc4(o+e)

-C2(+e) Ss

0

-S2(t9+,) s.

C2 (o+e) S5

C8 I

D() = tD
0

0

0

or

-S2(t9+) S6

C2(+-e) S8

1

D(O) = tD
0

0

0

I

I
\ Cs



Linear polarizer, L(qp):
General case: where cx cos x

is tL, and its orientation (

L(p) =t2

or equivalently

L(Q) = tL
2

1

C2qp

S2qo

0

and sx - sin x, the transmission of the linear polarizer

1 C2(p

C2p C2 2q

S2p S2p C2(q

0 0

(l + C4,)

2S4o

0

7

S2(p

S2po C2(p

S220

0

0

0

0

0

S2tp

-(1 - C4)

0

0

0

0

0
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Calibration Equations

One can expand equation (4), to produce

Xii X12 X13

X21 X22 X23

X31 X32 X33

X41 X42 X43

X14

X24

X34

X44

it ib\
c qt + qb.

Ut Ub \V
Vt Vb

The C matrices from various optical configurations are used. Equation (5) may then be
expanded into four equations per configuration, one for each Stokes parameter. These
calibration equations use the calibration configuration number as the measured instrument
vector subscript.

Dark: si = XAst + b
# Equations
0 io = ib

qo = qb

UO = Ub

VO = Vb

ic
qc
uc
vc

(5)
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Clear: si = XAst + b
Clear configuration, xOOO, equations are presented for 8 orientations (4 unique) of the

Vacuum Tower Telescope azimuth-table angle.
# Az-Table Equations

1000,5000 0°, 180° ilooo = xllit +x12qt +X13Ut +X14Vt + ib

q1000 = X21it +X22qt +X23Ut +X24Vt + qb

Ul0 = X31it +X32qt +X33Ut +X34Vt + Ub

ViOO0 = X41it +X42qt +X43Ut +X44Vt + Vb

2000,6000 45°, 225° i2000 = Xllit +X2Ut -xl3qt +Xl4Vt + ib

q2000 = X21it +X22Ut -x23qt +X24Vt + qb

U2000 = X31it +X32Ut -X33qt +X34Vt + Ub

V2000 = X4lit +X42Ut -X43qt +X44Vt + Vb

3000,7000 90°, 270° i3000 = Xllit -xl2qt -X13Ut +X14Vt + ib

q3000 = x21it -x22qt -X23Ut +X24Vt + qb

U3000 = X31 it -x32qt -X33Ut +X34Vt + Ub

V3000 = X41it -x42qt -X43Ut +X44Vt + Vb

4000,8000 135°, 315 i4000= Xllit -X12Ut +xl3qt +Xl4Vt + ib

q4000 = x21it -X22Ut +X23qt +X24Vt + qb

U4000 = X31it -X32Ut +X33qt +X34Vt + Ub

V4000 = X41it -X42Ut +X43qt +X44Vt + Vb
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Retarder only: si = XDst + b
Retarder equations are shown for 8 orientations (4 unique).

# : Equations

il,5 = tD{xllit+

1 ,5 X12 [qt (a+bc4e)+utbs4e -Vt S2eS5] +
X13 [qtbs4e +Ut (a-bc4e) + VtC2eS ] +

X14 [qtS2ES ~U -t C2S 6 + VtC5 } + ib

ql,5 = tD {x21it +

X22 [qt (a+bc4e)+utbs4e -Vt S2eS] +

X23 [qtbS4e +Ut (a-bc4e) + Vtc2eS] +

X24 [qtS2eSS -Ut C22 -S + VtCA] } + qb

Ul,5 = tD{X3llit +

X32 [qt (a+bc4e)+utbS4e -Vt S2eS5] +

X33 [qtbs4e +Ut (a-bC4e) + VtC2ES] +

x34 [qtS2ESa -Ut C2eSA + VtC4] } + Ub

V1,5 = tD {X41it +

X42 [qt (a+bc4e)+utbS4£ -Vt S2eS]1 +

X43 [qtbs4e +Ut (a-bc4e) + VtC2eS 1 +

x44 [qtS2eS8 -Ut C2eS 8 + VtC6 ] } + Vb

i2,6= tD{Xlllit+

X12 [qt (a-bc4e) -utbs4e -Vt S2ES 8] +

X13 [-qtbs4£ +Ut (a+bc4e) - VtC2eS4] +

X14 [qts2es5 +Ut C2eS8 + VtC] } + ib

q2,6 = tD{X21it +

X22 [qt (a-bc4e) -utbS4e -Vt S2eS +

X23 [-qtbs4, +Ut (a+bc4e) - VtC2eS] +

X24 [qtS2eS5 +Ut C2eS 8 + VtC] } + qb

U2,6 =tD{X31it +

X32 [qt (a-bc4E) -utbs4e -Vt S2ES6] +

X33 [-qtbS4e +Ut (a+bC4 e) - VtC2es6] +

X34 [qtS2eS8 +Ut C2eS5 + VtC] } + Ub

V2,6 = tD {X4lit +

X42 [qt (a-bC4e) -utbs4e -Vt S2eS ] +

X43 [-qtbs4e +Ut (a+bC4 e) - VtC2eS] +

X44 [qtS2ES8 +Ut C2eS5 + VtC] } + Vb
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i3,7 = tD {Xl lit +

397 Xl12 [qt (a+bc4e) +utbs4e +Vt S2ESs] +

X13 [qtbs4e +Ut (a-bC4E) - VtC2eS] +

X1l4 [-qtS2ES5 +Ut C2eS6 + VtC,] } + ib

q3,7 = tD{X21it +

X22 [qt (a+bc4E) +utbs4e +Vt S2eS ] +

X23 [qtbs4E +Ut (a-bC4e) - VtC2ES +

X24 [-qtS2eS6 +Ut C22ES + VtC] } +qb

U3,7 = tD {X3it +

X32 [qt (a+bC4e) +UtbS4e +Vt S2ESA] +

X33 [qtbS4E +ut (a-bC4E) - VtC2ESI +

X34 [-qtS2£S6 +Ut C2eS5 + VtC82 } +Ub

V3,7 = tD {X4lit +

X42 [qt (a+bC4 E) +UtbS4E +vt S2ES ] +

X43 [qtbs4e +Ut (a-bC4e) - VtC2eS6] +

X44 [-qtS2eSa +Ut C2ES6 + VtC6] } +Vb

i4,8= tD{Xllit +

4,8 X12 [qt (a-bC4e) -utbS4 +Vt S2eS8] +

X13 [-qtbS4E +ut (a+bC4e) + VtC2eS3] +

X14 [-qtS2eS6 -Ut C2USS + VtCs] } + ib

q4,8 =tD{X21it +

X22 [qt (a-bc4e) -UtbS4E +Vt S2ESA +

X23 [-qtbs4E +Ut (a+bc4e) + VtC2ESS +

X24 [-qtS2ES5 -Ut C2ESa + VtCA] } + qb

U4,8 = tD {X31it +

X32 [qt (a-bC4E) -utbS4E +Vt S2ES] +

X33 [-qtbs4e +Ut (a+bC4n) + VtC2ESA] +

X34 [-qtS2ES5 -Ut C2eS + VtCA] } + Ub

V4,8 = tD {X41 it +

X42 [qt (a-bC4E) -utbS4E +Vt S2eS8] +

X43 [-qtbs4e +Ut (a+bC4e) + VtC2CS8 +

X44 [-qtS2ES8 -Ut C2eS8 + VtC8] } + Vb
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Linear Polarizer only: SI = XLst + b
Equations are shown for the 8 orientations (4 unique).

# Equations

10,50 i0,50 o = L(it + qt)(xll + x12) + ib

qlO,50 = tL (it + qt) (X21 + X22)+ qb

U10,50 = (it + qt)(x3 + X32) + ub

Vl0,50 = tL (it + qt) (X41 + X42) + Vb

20,60 i2 0,60 = (it + ut) (Xl1 + Xi3) + ib

q20,60 = 2 (it + Ut) (X2 1 + X23) + qb

U20,60 = L (it + ut) (x31 + X33) + Ub

V20,60 = 2 (it + Ut) (X41 + X43) + Vb

30,70 i30,70 = (it - qt) (Xi - x12) + itb

q30,70 = 2 (it - qt) (X21 - X22)+ qb

U30,70 = L (it - qt) (X31 - X32) + Ub

V30,70 = 2 (it - qt) (X41 - X42) + Vb

40,80 i40,80 = 2(it- ut) (xl - x13) + ib

q40,80 = t (it - Ut) (X21 - X23) + qb

U40,80 = (it - Ut) (X31 - X33) + Ub

V40,80 = t (it - Ut) (X41 - X43) + Vb
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Linear Polarizer Followed by Retarder: si = XDLst + b
Equations shown are for the combinations of rotations which produce predominantly

circularly polarized output.
# Equations

12,16,52,56 = (it + qt) {Xll + X2 (a +bC4e) - x,3(bs4e) + Xl4(C2,S 8 )}+ ib

q12,16,52,56 = D (it + qt) {X21 + X22 (a +bc4e) - x23(bs4e) + x24(c2es6)} + qb

U12,16,52,56 = 2L(it + qt) {X31 + X32 (a +bc4e) - x33(bs4e) + x34(c2es)} + Ub

V12,16,52,56 = 2.(it + qt) {x41 + X42 (a +bc4E) - x43(bs4E) + X44(c2ES6 )} + Vb

14,18,54,58 i 14 ,18,54,58 = L(it + qt) {X11 + X1 2 (a -bc4e) - x13(bs4e) - x14(c2es6)}+ ib

q14,18,54,58 = L(it + qt) {X21 + X22 (a -bc4E) - x23(bs4) - x24(c2ss)} + qb

U14,18,5 4 ,58 = tL(it + qt) {X3 1 + x32 (a -bc4 ) - x33(bs4 e) - x34(c2es)}+ Ub

Vl 4,18,54,58 = (it + qt) [X41 + X42 (a -bC4e) - X43(bS4e) - X44(c2Es6)} + Vb

23,27,63,67 i23,27,63,67 = t (it + Ut) {Xi1 + xi2(bs4£) + xl3(a -bC4a) + x1 4(c2es 5)}+ ib

q23,27,63,67 = D2Lt + Ut) {X21 + x22(bS4E) + X23(a -bC46) + X24(C2ESs)} + qb

U23,27,63,67 (= D(it + Ut) {X31 + X32(bS40) + X33(a -bc4,) + X34(C2£S3)}+ Ub

V23,27,63,67 = D2 (it + Ut) {IX41 + X42(bS4g) + X43(a -bC4g) + x44(C2ES&)) + Ub

21,25,61,65 i21,25,61,65 = (it + ut) {xll1 + xl2(bs4 8) + xI3(a -bc4e) - Xi4(c2ES)} + ib

q21,25,61,65 = t (it + Ut) {X21 + X22(bs4e) + x23(a -bc4e) - X24(C2ES 6)}+ qb

U21,25,61,65 = - (it + Ut) {x31 + x32(bs4e) + x33(a -bc4,) - x34c2s 6)} + Ub2

V21,25,61,65 = D (it + Ut) {X41 + x42(bs4e) + X43(a -bc4e) - X44(C2eS } + Ub
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34,38,74,78 i 34 .3 8 .74 78 = (it - qit) {x l - X12 (a -bc46) + x13(bs4e) + Xi4(C2S 6)} + ib

q34,38,74,78 = 2(it - qt) {x21 - X22 (a -bC4e) + X23(bS4e) + X24(C2ES6)} + qb

U34,38,74,78 = 2 (it- qt) {31 - X32 (a -bC4E) + X33(bS4E) + X34(c2 )} + Ub

V34,38,74,78 = tD2 (it - qt) {X41 - X42 (a -bC4e) + X43(bS4e) + x44(C2eS6 )} + Vb

32,36,72,76 i32,36,72,76 = 2(it - qt) {Xll - X12 (a -bC4e) + x 1 3(bS4e) - X14(C2eS6)}+ ib

q32,36,72,76 = (it - qt) {X21 - X22 (a -bC4e) + X23(bs4e) - X24 (C2 S6)} + qb

U32,36,72,76 = L (it - qt) {X31 - X32 (a -bC4) + 33(bS4e) - X34(C2£Ss)}+ Ub

V32,36,72,76 2= 2(it- qt) {X41 - X42 (a -bC4E) + X43(bS4E) - x44(c2eS)} + Vb

41,45,81,85 i41,45,8 1,85 = L(it - Ut) {i 1 - x1 2(bs4e) - x13(a -bC4e) + X14(C2S 6)} + ib

q41,45,81, 85 = (it - Ut) {X21 - x22(bs4e) - x23(a -bC4e) + X24(C2eS6)}+ qb

U41,45,81,85 = DL (it- Ut) {X31 - x32(bS4) - x33(a -bC4e) + x34(c2£Sa)}+ Ub

V41,45,81,85 = t(it- Ut) {X41 - X42(bS4e) - X43(a -bC48) + X44 (C2eS6)} + Vb

43,47,83,87 i43,47,83, 87 = 2(it - Ut) {xi 1 - xi 2(bs4 ) - X1i3(a -bC4e) - X14(C2ES 86)}+ ib

q43,47,83,87 = (it- Ut) {X21 - x22(bS4E) - x23(a -bC4E) - X24(C2eS6)} + qb

U43,47,83,87 = - (it - Ut) {X31 - x32(bs4e) - X33(a -bC4e) - x34(C2eS6 )} + Ub

V43,47,83,87 = ( it- ut) {X41 - x42(bS4e) - x43(a -bC4e) - x44(C2eS6 )} + Vb
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Solving the Calibration Equations

The calibration equations can be solved for the unknowns they contain. These
unknowns are:

16 Elements of the polarimeter response matrix, X,
4 Elements of the bias vector, ib, qb, ub, vb,

3 Elements of the normalized telescope Stokes vector, qt, ut, vt,
1 Transmission of the calibration linear polarizer, tL,
1 Transmission of the calibration retarder, tD,
1 Retardance of the calibration retarder, 8,
1 Mounting error of the fast azis of the calibration retarder, e,

27 Total unknowns.

Typically 34 calibration configurations are used , dark, clear, 8 using the calibration
retarder alone, 8 using the calibration linear polarizer alone, and 16 using the linear
polarizer followed by the retarder at ±45° with respect to the linear polarizer. The 34
configurations are described by 132 equations. These could be solved for the unknowns
by several different techniques: analytical, iterative, or convergent.

An analytical solution solves the equations algebraicly for the unknowns. This
technique was used in determining the Stokes I and Stokes II calibration matrices.

Iterative solutions, assume initial values for some of the unknowns and solve specific
equations for variables of which they are strong functions. The process cycles through
enough equations to solve for all variables, and is repeated until changes in the determined
variable values become small. This technique was used to determine the polarimeter
response matrix for the NSO Stokesmeter in Vacuum Tower Telescope polarization
measurements.

A convergent technique using non-linear least squares has been used at HAO for
several applications ( Seagraves 1990). This technique is used to fit solar magnetic field
and thermodynamic parameters to Stokes profiles. It is used to fit constants of optical
elements contained in the Vacuum Tower Telescope to NSO Stokesmeter polarization
measurements.
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Simple Case Solution to the Calibration Equations

If unpolarized light arrives at the calibration optical elements and it is assumed that there
is no calibration retarder mounting error, determination of the elements of the polarimeter
response matrix is fairly straight forward. All parameters can be computed analytically.

1. Assuming the telescope Stokes vector is unpolarized and normalized, then

qt=0,
Ut = 0,

Vt =0.

Setting of the polarized elements of the telescope Stokes vector to zero greatly simplifies the
following equations for the calibration configurations.

2. Observe dark, configuration 0. The solution for the bias vector is:

qb = io,

Ub = UO ,

Vb = VO.

3. Observe unpolarized light, configuration 1000.
and the I to I, Q, U, & V elements:

Solve for the normalization factor

Xll = 1000-b

X21 = q1000 - qb,

X31 = U000- Ub,

X41 = ViOO- Vb

4. Observe pure linearly polarized light for +Q, -Q, +U & -U. Solve for the
transmission of the linear polarizer:

itD 10 + i20 + i30 + i40 +i50 + i60 + i70 + i80 8ib
4Xll
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5. Combine the equations for the +Q and -Q configurations to solve for the elements in
the second column of the polarimeter response matrix, the Q to I, Q, U, & V elements:

i o- i30 + i50- i70
X12 2 tL

X22 = q l 0 - q30 + q50- q70
2tL

X3 U10 - U30 + U50- U70
X32 22 tL

V10 - V30 + V50- V70
X42

2tL

6. Combine the equations for the +U and -U configurations to solve for the elements in
the third column of the polarimeter response matrix, the U to I, Q, U, & V elements:

X13 -2O - 40 + 60- 8O
2tL

i20 - q40 + q60- q80
X23 = 2 tL

X33 = U20 - U40 + U60- U80
2tL

X4 3 ~2tL

7. Create mostly circularly polarized light by following the the linear polarizer with the
retarder. Use equations for all 16 configurations to solve for the transmission of the
configuration, tDtL:

tD t = i2+i23+i34+i45+i56+i67+i78+i81+i18+i21+i32+ i43+i54+i65+ i76+i87 - 16ib
8xll

8. Calculate the retardance of the calibration waveplate using the amount of linearly
polarized light converted to circular

ql 18-q32+q54-q76+q12-q34+q56-q78
4tDtLX22

Z U21-U43+U65-U87+U23-U45+U67-U81
4tDtLX33

=cos 1 (y+Z)8=cos-l 2 )'
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9. Use differences of equations to determine the fourth column of the transfer matrix,
the V to I, Q, U, & V elements:

X14 = i12+i23+i34+i45 +i56+i67+i78+i81-i18-i21-i32-43-i4-i65-i76-i87

8tDtIsin(S)

= q12+q23+q34+q45+q56+q67+q78+q81-q12-q23-q34-q45-q56-q67-q78-q87
X24 = $

8tDtfLsin(S)

X34 U12+U23+U34+U45+U56+U67+U78+U81-U18-U21-U32-U43-U54-U65-U76-U87

8tDtLsin(S)

V12+V23+V34+V45+V56+V67+V78+V81-V 18-V21-V32-V43-V54-V65-V76-V87
.I44 8tD

8tDtLSin(S)

All unknowns have been computed.
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Iterative Solution to the Calibration Equations

When polarized light is used to calibrate the instrument, the simple solution will not
work. It is possible to iteratively solve the problem by assuming unpolarized light on the
first pass and then computing the telescope output vector during that pass. The steps
followed are quite similar to the simple case. The equations are more complex due to the
addition of terms which vanished for the unpolarized light case. Also, the mounting error
for the calibration retarder will now be included.

1. Initially use a simple solution to compute approximate values (later one could use a
previous iterative solution for an initial guess).

2. Observe dark, configuration 0. Solve for the bias vector:

lb= o,

qb = qO,

Ub = 40 ,

Vb= VO.

3. Observe the telescope Stokes vector only, configuration 1000. Solve for I to I, Q,
U, & V elements:

X11 = O - i - xb -12qt - X13Ut - X14Vt,

X21 = q10oo0 - qb - X22qt X23Ut - X24Vt,

X31 = U100O - Ub - X32qt - X33Ut - X34Vt ,

X41 = V1000 - Vb - X42qt - X43Ut - X44Vt *

4. Observe pure linearly polarized light for +Q, -Q, +U & -U. Solve for the
transmission of the linear polarizer:

tL = i10 + 20 + i30 + 40 + i5o + i60 + i70 + i80 - 8ib
2(2xl + x2qt + X13Ut)
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5. Combine the equations for the +Q and -Q configurations to solve for the elements in
the second column of the polarimeter response matrix, the Q to I, Q, U, & V elements:

x12 -lO - i3O + i5 - 70 Xqt,
2tL

x22 - 0qlo - q30 + q50 - q70
2tL

32 U1o- U30 + U50- U70 X31q

2tL

X V10O- V30 + V50- V70 X4q
2 tL

6. Combine the equations for the +U and -U configurations to solve for the elements in
the third column of the polarimeter response matrix, the U to I, Q, U, & V elements:

120 --40 + 160 - i80

X123 - 2- 4Q' - X2lUt,2 tL
q20- q40 + q60- q80

2tL

X33 U20 - U40 + U60 - U80 X X31 Ut,
2 tL

X V20- V40 + V60- V80

7. Create mostly circularly polarized light by following the the linear polarizer with the
retarder. Use equations for all 16 configurations to solve for the transmission of the
configuration, tDtL:

tDtL = 18+i21+i32+43+i54+i65+i76+i87+il2+i23+i34i45+i56+i67+i78+i8l - 16ib
4 [ 2xll + x12(qta - utb) + x13( uta - qtb)]
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8. Calculate the retardance of the calibration waveplate using the amount of linearly
polarized light leaving the calibration linear polarizer not converted to circularly polarized
light by the calibration retarder:

q18-q32+q54-q76+q12-q34+q56-q78 - X23- 2x21q
y= 2 tDtL -,X2 (1-C46) X23-2X21qt

X22(1+C4e) + X23S4e

U21-U43+U65-U87+U23-U45+U67-U81 _ X32(C4) - X33- 2X31qt

= 2tDtL
X32(l+C4£) + X33S4e

= cos-1 z)

9. Use differences of equations to determine the fourth column of the transfer matrix,
the V to I, Q, U,& V elements:

_1il12+i23+i34+i45+i56+i67+i78+i81-il 18-i21-i32-i43-i54-i'65-i76-i87X14 -
8 tDtLC2eS6

24= ql2+q23+q34+q45+q56+q67+q78+q81-ql8-q21-q32-q43-q54-q65-q76-q87
x24 =

8tDtLc2es8

= Ul2+U23+U34+U45+U56+U67+U78+U81-Ul8-U21-U32-U43-U54-U65-U76-U87
8 tDtLC2eS6

V12+V23+V34+V45+V56+V67+V78+V81-V18-V21-V32-V43-V54-V65-V76-V87
8 tDtLC26S6

10. Observe the output of the telescope with the retarder alone at its eight orientations.
Compute the transmission of the retarder:

tDi i + i 5+ i3 + 4 + i5 + i6 + i7 + i8 - 8ib

4 [ 2X1 + (1 + ca)(xl2qt + x13ut + 2x4Vtc) ] '

11. Normalize the telescope output to unity:

it= 1.

12. Use the configurations which transform Q from the telescope to V for computation
of qt:

V2 - 4 + V6 8 + (X42C2E + X43S2e)Vt - X44UtS2
_ 4tD Sx

X44C2E
qt =
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13. Use the configurations which transform U from the telescope to V for computation
of ut:

V7- V5 + V3- V1 + (X43C2 - X42S2)Vt - x44qtS2e

Ut ..........
Ut .tDS8 X44C2 8

14. Use the configurations which transform V from the telescope to Q and U to
compute vt:

q8 - q6+q4 q2 + X24(qtC2e+UtS2)
4tD s85

X22C2e + X23S2e

Ul - 3 + U5' U7 + X34(UC2e-qts2e)

Z 4 tD sc
X33C2e- X32S2e

y+zY.+ Z
Vt =--

2

15. When the calibration linear polarizer is followed by a calibration retarder with an
error in the orientation of the fast axis, some linearly polarized light will be rotated into the
other linear state, instead of being converted to circularly polarized light or remaining

unchanged. This property can be used to compute the mounting error, e:

q21 +q23+q 65+q 67-q43-q45-q 87-q81

b

U34+U32+U78+U76-Ul2-Ul 8-U56-U54 +x32a + X3 1t
4 tDtLz= b

y - x22+-x2-(y+X23Xy+x23)

(y+X23)

Z x33+4x233(z+X32Xz+X32)

(Z+X32)

e = -1 tan-l(Y+Z)

Steps 2 through 15 are repeated until values converge. With actual observational data
about five iterations are required.
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Discussion

Data at a single point in the instrument field of view for one calibration observation
taken during the engineering observing run of the prototype Advanced Stokes Polarimeter
(June 1990) have been reduced using the iterative technique. These same data were
reduced using non-linear least squares (Stoltz, 1990). The iterative technique required
orders of magnitude less computer calculation time, but the results of the two solution
techniques were nearly identical. The residual differences at the .001 level or less are most
likely due to the difference in the way the transmissions of the retarder and linear polarizer
are computed. The iterative technique computes a transmission for each set of
configurations used to solve for specific elements of the X matrix or calibration optics.
The convergent technique uses all the observations to compute the transmissions of the
calibration waveplate and calibration linear polarizer. Thus, if the observed solar intensity
were to change during the calibration sequence, the two solution techniques could produce
slightly different results.

There may still be aberrations in the polarization optics which could invalidate the
results of the iterative solution. Examination of June 1990 data over the field of view
indicates errors in the polarimeter response matrix due to causes not yet understood
(Murphy & Lites, 1990). Others: Skumanich, Murphy, Tomczyk, Stoltz, and Seagraves
are examining many aspects of the calibration problem. Validation of the iterative solution
awaits the construction of an 'optimum' solution to the calibration problem.
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